
Dear Travellers Aid,

My first knowledge of Travellers Aid was from a person at another Melbourne based 

community service (which was closed at the time), when I asked if there was anywhere 

else that had internet access (to look for shared accommodation).  

My circumstances are that I had to suddenly move after 16 years of renting a house with 

a half-acre and workshops I had built. I could not find anywhere to re-establish my work 

and housing and had to put everything into storage and live temporarily in my van – this 

situation has extended to now over one year after “couch surfing” at a friend’s place for 

several months till it was found that he could not have anyone else in the place. Other 

plans involving further education and training have been “interrupted” by the unforeseen 

Covid virus emergency and paucity of rental options. 

The effect of this has been that I have only had the option to sleep in my van (parked in 

the street). It is not drivable or registrable, but it is not at all bad as a place to sleep and 

store some property. Reasonably warm, dry and secure.  

However – the Covid response has meant that there is no longer any public places to go 

out of the weather, to sit, eat or simply have a horizontal table to write or read even (this 

is “unimportant” until it is NOT there). 

In looking for some type of accommodation, internet access is almost essential, but ALL 

libraries are closed, and no other access is possible – Travellers Aid has been a wonderful 

discovery for me (and by observation a lot of other people “on the margins”) because it 

offers a place to go that is warm, dry, has seats and tables, the all -important internet 

and friendly staff who are unfailingly hospitable and welcoming. I cannot think of 

anywhere else at this unprecedented time that has these attributes.  

My observations of the staff’s diligence and care for, particularly, the people who must 

use mobility vehicles is humbling and their patience and good humour in carrying out their 

duties is commendable to say the least.  

I have come to think of the staff as new friends and look forward to my time at Travellers 

Aid with anticipation at a time of otherwise quite little cheer.  

Having a place to go to every day makes a real difference at such a time apart from 

the practical value of being able to search for accommodation and even “surf the net” 

a bit for some distraction and “edification”. I know that their services to people with 

disability must be even more “life changing”. It is so good to know that there are people 

so considerate of those experiencing temporary (or permanent) hard times and making a 

real difference for the better. I take my hat off to them.  

With gratitude,
John*

The Travellers Aid team are so pleased that we could 
help John during this time, and John’s story is just one of 
many from our service users who needed us during the 
challenging times of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Please donate to Travellers Aid today to ensure we can 
continue to be here during times of global or personal 
crisis, when you need us most.

*Name changed to protect privacy.


